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PENTECOST XIII                     August 30, 2020                            Proper 17 

Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen. 

Let me begin by trying to establish the setting for this passage in 

the midst of scenes in Matthew where the identity of Jesus as the Christ is revealed and considered. 

sign as to who Jesus is, and imme

 

Essentially, Jesus is here asking his disciples to think in a way they are not used to, adept at, or 

 the Messiah. If indeed Jesus 

is the anointed one, the king of Israel, as Peter has just declared,  they have to get rid of the present kings 

and priests ruling over them so that their own can prevail. They believe this is only possible by marching 

on Jerusalem, picking up supporters along the way, choosing the right moment, and then fighting a 

surprise battle in which the current rulers are overthrown, the Temple is taken in the name of their own 

sovereign, and Jesus is installed as King of Israel.  

The problem is that this is not at all what Jesus has in mind when he talks about going up to Jerusalem. 

Yes, the kingdom of God is coming, and coming very soon, and his king will be exalted, but the way this 

will come about is going to involve suffering and death not for the enemy but for the promised new king 

himself. Jesus is going to confront the powers that be, but they are going to appear to win the battle. He 

will then be raised from the dead, but the disciples are completely baffled by what this scenario can 

possibly mean. To them, it seems like complete nonsense.  

Jesus would say that God thinks differently from how mortals think. So that, in the words of Paul, at 

the moment we only see things partially as though in a puzzling mirror, but later we will understand. 

But the point at this moment is that the disciples are to follow their Lord in all that he has explained to 

them, no matter how foolish it all must have seemed to them without the benefit of hindsight. Jesus is 

saying that cost everything and also give everything.  There are no half-measures on 

be visible to them, whereas at the moment it is simply mystifying. 

 

To Jews of the time, the title Christ would not suggest suffering or death. Rather, they would associate 

the title with victory and glory. Today, we preach Christ crucified, but at the time when these events 
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took place, such a notion was unthinkable. So, to appreciate this passage we have to try to imagine a 

world in which the closest followers of Jesus have n

prediction of the Passion, Peter is rebuked by Jesus for questioning what he has just revealed to them 

eath 

and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. Peter is here addressed by Jesus as Satan because he is opposing 

 

In the Gospel of Mark, the first Passion prediction is indicated by Jesus beginning to teach its meaning. 

In Matthew, however, Jesus begins to show what it means. The strongest distinction is this: that 

going up 

go into the holy city. Why Jerusalem? Prior to this point in the Bible narrative, Jerusalem was not a 

about by the Magi. Even when the text indicates that the scribes and Pharisees, as enemies of Jesus, come 

must the capital 

at those who expose its injustic

 

ftens this by 

leaving out the whole concept of rejection of Jesus by the Jewish people. This may be because many in 

did accept Jesus as the Messiah and as a consequence were considered part of that 

community. It is natural that the gospel accounts tend to reflect the concerns of the groups to which 

they were directed at the time. 

In Matthew, Jesus is addressing his disciples, while in Mark the crowd has been invited to join the 

disciples. For Matthew, this instruction is for believers, not everyone. Thus, as devoted followers, we are 

of focusing the instruction on the meaning of discipleship to those who are already within the 

commu

confession. It is the way one lives. It is having the right attitu

-

 

I have found the following further clari

egocentric culture, but its polar opposite. Self-

asceticism or as self-hate. 

-esteem, neither is 
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the opposite. Nor is the self-denial to which Jesus calls us the opposite of self-

difficult for ou

either as self-esteem or self-abasement, as self-fulfillment or self-  

 Jesus does. Such is the 

countercultural work of proclaiming and demonstrating . On 

another level, it is a call to a life of marginalization, to identify with the nobodies like slaves, foreigners, 

criminals, and those understood to be cursed by God. It is also to identify with those who resist the 

o dispose of all who threaten or challenge 

its interests. To so identify is not to endorse the symbol but to counter and reframe its violence.  

is to decide for what is safe, for self-

  

As I have said many times, when we overlook the political dimension in the story of Jesus of Nazareth, 

we rob it of most of its power. We are entering a season of unprecedented political division in our 

country. No matter how we interpret what Jesus is preaching, we cannot overlook the fact that he spoke 

truth to power 

and he never hesitated to challenge authority to 

kingdoms of this world, and this is made all the more difficult in that God thinks very differently than 

we do.  

Lord of all power and might, the author and giver of all good things: Gr aft in our hearts the love 

of  your Name; increase in us true religion; nourish us with all goodness; and bring forth in us 

the fruit of good works; through Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the 

Holy Spirit, one God for ever and ever. Amen.  
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